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Organization 

• Word 

– diagnostics 

– different senses 

• Morpheme types 

• Allomorphy 

– exercises 



What is a word? 

• (Much more on difficulties identifying words 
in ch. 9, “Words and phrases”, particularly 
problems with orthographies) 

 



Some possible diagnostics for “word” 

• Syntactic 

– Words as “smallest unit of syntax”? 

• You bought a cheeseboard. 

• You bought a cheese. 

– But is –s in cough-s a syntactic unit? 

– “Words can stand alone” 

• when are you coming? tomorrow 

• but whose is this?  hers./*her 

 



More possible diagnostics for “word” 

• Phonological 
– domain of stress assignment 

• French:  final syll of word 
• Polish:  initial syll 
• Modern Standard Arabic:  one of final 3 sylls 

– (phonological domain:  delimits scope of some 
phonological rule or constraint) 

– problem:  clitics, “grammatical words that are unable to 
stand on their own phonologically but instead lean on an 
adjacent word” (ch. 9) 
• sometimes affect stress placement 

– Classical Greek stress must fall on one of 3 word-final syllables 
– o ánθropos ‘the person’ 
– o ánθropòs mas ‘our person’ 



Stress and English compounds 

• Most(?) compounds have initial stress 
– fastlane 

– hotdog 

– Coldfoot (AK) 

– carrot cake 

• But 
– Cold Lake (AB) 

– chocolate cake 

– chicken salad 

– ginger ale 



Other possible diagnostics for words 

Fixed order of elements in words 

• unbreakable, *breakableun, *unablebreak 

• Change in morpheme order  ungrammaticality 

• Mutable order of elements in sentences 

– I order what I eat. 

– I eat what I order. 

– Change in sentence order, change in semantics 
(English) 



Non-separability and integrity 

– Syntactic processes can’t apply to pieces of words 

• “Movement” 

– I bought cheese. What did you buy ___? 

– I bought a cheeseboard. *What did you buy a ___ board? 

– Adj and adv modification 

• a stinky cheese 

• a stinky cheeseboard (what does stinky modify? cf. a stinky 
cheese board) 

– Morphological processes don’t apply to parts of words 

• hotdog, *hotter dog, *very hotdog (cf. very hot dog) 

• doghouse, doghouses (*dogshouse) 

• cf. mother-in-law, mother-in-laws/mothers-in-law 



Phonological words vs. morphological 
words 

• “Phonological word” or “Prosodic word” 
• PrWd as phonological domain 
• e.g. Korean syllabification ([V.CV]) 

– Suffixed roots:  one Prosodic Word 
• [kiph-i] 'deep'-Nom:  'depth'  
• [ki.phi] PrWd 

– Compound:  Two Prosodic Words 
• [aph-aph-i] 'front'-'front'-Adv: 'to each person‘ 
• [ap]PrWd [a.phi]PrWd  [a.ba.phi] 

– Prefixed root: Two Prosodic Words 
• [hoth-ipul] 'single'-'comforter‘: 'unlined comforter‘ 
• [hot]PrWd [ipul]PrWd  [ho.di.bul] 

 



“Word” 

• 2 different kinds of words as defined by 
Haspelmath and Sims 

– dictionary word (“lexeme”) 

– text word (“word form”) 



Lexemes 

• Abstract entity in speakers’ mental lexicons 
• Word families = sets of related lexemes 

– live, liveable, liveability 

• “derivation”:  the relationship between lexemes 
of a word family 
– creation of one lexeme from another, e.g. LOGIC, 

LOGICIAN 
– compounding 

• a special type of derivation because it involves creation of 
one lexeme from 2 or more lexemes 

• all human languages  (even isolating) seem to have 
compounding 

 
 



Lexemes 

• “derived lexemes” (“derivatives”) have their 
own “dictionary entry” 

• why listed?  often have unpredictable aspects 

– of phonol shape:  logician vs. *logicist:  someone 
coined logician and it became popular 

– of semantics:  different sentences of reader 

• ‘someone who reads’ 

• ‘reading primer’ 

• ‘grader’ (British English) 

 



A Sahaptin lexical entry 



Word forms 

• words that are pronounced and used in texts, 
satisfy a formal requirement of the syntax 

• every word form belongs to a lexeme 

• differences between word forms mostly 
predictable, rule-governed (but eat, ate; 
sheep, sheep) 

• inflection, “the relation between word-forms 
of a lexeme” 

 



(much more on inflection vs. derivation  in ch. 5) 



Types of morphemes 

• Continuing with our convenient fiction (for 
now) 

– free morphemes---can stand alone as words 

– bound morphemes---cannot 

• Parts of morphemes 

– phonological part of representation:  formative, 
formal aspect 

 



Affixes 

• An affix 

– “cannot occur by itself” (p. 19) (hence bound) 

– “attaches to a word or a main part of a word” 

“usually has an abstract meaning” 



But do affixes always have abstract meanings? 



Affix types 

• Attach “to a word or a main part of a word”---
which part? 

– suffix—e.g. Russian case 

– prefix—e.g. Nahuatl possession 

– infix 

– circumfix 



Infixes 

• Tagalog um- infixation 
– sulat ‘write’, s-um-ulat ‘one who wrote’ 
– gradwet ‘graduate’, gr-um-adwet ‘one who graduated’ 

• Infixes seem to challenge notion of morpheme integrity 
• But possibly there are no infixes, infixes are just affixes 

subject to phonology of greater dominance (Prince and 
Smolensky 93) 
– Affix VC- as a prefix except when root is C-initial:  Tagalog:  abot, 

um-abot ‘?’; vs. tawag, t-um-awag ‘one who called’ 
– Affix CV- is a prefix except when root is V-initial:  Pangasinán:  

libro, li-libro ‘books’; amigo, a-mi-migo ‘friends’ 
– Infixation site always(?) phonologically defined, improves 

pronunciation 

 
 



More on circumfixes 

• Indonesian abstract nouns 

– besar ‘big’ 

– ke-...-an (forms abstract nouns) 

– ke-besar-an ‘bigness, greatness’ 

• Unusual type of discontinuous morpheme 

• Controversial:  analyzable as prefix + suffix? 

 



A possessive paradigm in Witsuwit’en 

[tho] ‘water’ 

   [sthoʔ] ‘my water’  

   [nthoʔ] ‘your (sg.) water’  

   [nəxwthoʔ] ‘your (pl.), our water’  

   [pəthoʔ] ‘his/her/its water’  

   [həpəthoʔ] ‘their water’ 

nito thoʔ ‘alcoholic beverage’ (lit. ‘white people’s 
water’) 



tho ‘water’ root, free morpheme 

-ʔ possessed affixes (bound morphemes) suffix 

s- ‘my’ prefixes 

n- ‘your (sg.)’ 

nəxw- ‘our, your (pl.)’ 

pə- ‘his, her, its’ 

həpə- ‘their’ 



Discontinuous morphemes common in Athabaskan 
languages. 

Form:  formativea + formativeb + ... = ‘  ’ 

Some examples of discontinuous morphemes: 

we9-i3- ... -l   perfective negative 

u3- ... -ʔ optative 

O-u4-jin ‘pick O (berries) while stationary’ 

(cf. -jin  ‘sg./du. stand’ ) 

 



Roots, bases, stems 

• all refer to what affixes attach to 

• root 
– always 1 morpheme  

– inflectional or derivational morphemes can be 
added to  

• stem/base 
– inflectional or derivational morphemes can be 

added to  

– but not always 1 morpheme 

 

 



Roots vs. stems/bases 

• consider                   (root) 

– consider-ation, re-consider 

• *-ation, *re- 

– reconsider-ation 

• re-consider is stem/base to which –ation is added 

• re- 
– added to verbs:  rework, revamp, rethink, rekindle, reinspire... 

– not nouns: *reinquiry, *regrammar, *requirk, *recomputer... 

– unless deverbal: reworking, revamping, rethought, 
reconsideration... 

 



Bound roots vs. affixes 

• Only semantically distinguishable? 

• Affixes:  “short morphemes with an abstract 
meaning” 

• Bella Coola “lexical suffixes” (p. 21) 

 



English bound roots 
 

• cranberry, cranapple, *cran 
• Haspelmath and Sims’ bio- and –crat exx. p. 22 

 
 
 
 
 
 

• notice concrete meanings 
• German bio *bi.o+ ‘organic’ now a free morpheme 
• English anthro (e.g. anthros) 

 



Allomorphs of a morpheme 

• “One of the most common complications is that 
morphemes may have different phonological shapes 
under different circumstances” 

• Allomorphs must have same meaning or function 

• Allomorphs are in complementary distribution 

• Predictable variants in phonol form of morpheme (a 
LING 451/551 topic)                           



Affix allomorphy 

• e.g. English pl. suffix “-(e)s”,           /z/ 
                                       

 

 

 

[s]                                             [əz]                                             [z]  

cats                                        horses                                         dawgz  

• Allomorphs of pl. suffix predictable from voicing and manner 
of articulation of final segment of noun 

• -/z/ because other forms can be predicted from it with more 
general rules than alternatives (-/s/, -/əz/) 

 



Somali 



Root allomorphy 

• Classical Greek 
nom.                  gen.  
aithiops              aithiopos           ‘Ethiopian’ 
phleps                phlebos              ‘vein’ 
nom. –s, gen. –os 
• /phlep/ or /phleb/? 
If /phlep/, predicts gen. *[phlepos] 
If /phleb/, predicts nom. *[phlebs] 
Neither is correct.  Adjust via pronunciation rules.  
 Intervocalic voicing of /p/? *[phlepos]  [phlebos]  
  If so, why doesn’t apply to *aithiopos]? 
 Assimilatory devoicing of /b/? *[phlebs]  [phleps] 
Result:  fictitious underlying representations  /aithiop/ ‘Ethiopian’,  
/phleb/ ‘vein’ 
 

 



Phonological vs. suppletive allomorphy 

• Phonological allomorphy 
– phonological allomorphs faciliate pronunciation 

– phonetically motivated phonological rules 

– dividing line between phonol, morph not always 
clear (more on this in ch. 10) 

• Suppletive allomorphs, “not at all similar in 
pronunciation” (p. 24) 
– to be, he/she/it is 

– good, better 



Weak vs. strong suppletion 

• Weak suppletive allomorphs: “exhibit some 
similarity, but this cannot be described by 
phonological rules” 

       ... (a continuum) 

• Strong suppletive allomorphs:  “exhibit no 
similarity at all” 

 



Italian inhabitant nouns 


